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User authentication is widely used in many Internet services and is also used by automatic teller
machines (ATMs). Recently, there has been an increase in the ATM password thefts using small
charge-coupled device cameras. This study discusses a user authentication method in which
graphical passwords, instead of alphanumeric ones as, are used to mitigate observation attacks.
Several techniques for password authentication have been discussed in various studies. However,
there has not been sufficient research on authentication methods that use pass-images instead of
pass-texts. This study proposes a user authentication method that is tolerant to serious attacks when a
user’s pass-image selection operation is video recorded twice. In addition, usage guidelines
recommending eight pass-images are proposed, and the corresponding security strength is evaluated.
Keywords: User authentication; graphical password; random attack; video-recording attack.

1. Introduction
User authentication is widely used in many Internet services and is also used in all
automatic teller machines (ATMs). A four-digit personal identification number (PIN) or a
textual password is commonly used for user authentication. In Japan during October 2005,
ATM passwords were stolen using a wireless charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
recording. The criminal group had set up many cameras at various ATMs in Tokyo. The
bank’s investigation revealed that user activity was captured by hidden cameras at more
than 60 ATMs in the Tokyo metropolitan area [Mitsubishi(2005)] [Yokohama(2005)].
Biometric authentication technology and sneak shot camera detection technology are
possible solutions [Une(2005)][Banno(2007)][Secom(2007)][NEC(2006)] to this
problem. However, because there are many ATMs installed around the world and the
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aforementioned solutions require additional equipment, these are not cost-effective
solutions.
In this study, we discuss an authentication method that uses pass-images instead of a
textual password. In Japan, alphabetic characters are commonly used as authentication
passwords for Internet services. However, alphabetic characters are not so familiar to the
elderly people and teenagers. Thus, authentication using pass-images might become a
widely accepted method. In addition, this study discusses an authentication method that is
tolerant to video-recording attacks. The security of the proposed authentication method is
evaluated against random and video-recording attacks.
This study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the requirements of the passimage authentication method. Section 3 briefs the existing techniques. Section 4 explains
the proposed authentication method and section 5 reports its security evaluation. Section
6 discusses the usability of the method. Section 7 describes the usage guidelines and
section 8 summarizes the study.
2. Requirements
We consider the use of pass-images in ATMs. The security of the authentication method
is evaluated against random and video-recording attacks as follows.
(1) Random attack
This is an attack that attempts to bypass the authentication process using a random
operation. Because a four-digit PIN is used in ATMs, we adopt a success rate of less than
1/10000 as a requirement for a random attack.
(2) Video-recording attack
Presently, many cell phones and handheld devices are equipped with a camera. In
addition, wireless CCD cameras are inexpensive. Therefore, the risk of sneaking a shot is
increasing.
In an ATM, password authentication may be required more than once; for example,
multiple bank transfers. Therefore, we should be concerned about multiple video
recordings of the pass-image selection operation.
The success rate of video-recording attacks is not standardised. However, because the
success rate of a random attack is 1/10000, we adopt the same rate for a video-recording
attack.
3. Related Works
Few studies about authentication methods that use pass-texts have discussed observation
attacks [Roth(2004)][Zhao(2007)][Takada(2007)][Takada(2008)][Sakurai(2004)].
In [Roth(2004)], a password authentication technique called PIN Entry, which uses
numeric key entry, is proposed. On the display, a white or black background is randomly
shown. A user does not designate a password, but selects white or black as the
password’s background colour. To enter a password entry of one digit, a user designates
the background colour by a different colour pattern four times. This method is safe
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against shoulder surfing; however, if the input operation is video recorded, the password
can be easily discovered.
In [Zhao(2007)], an interface for textual passwords, called S3PAS, is proposed. Many
characters are displayed on the interface. A user designates three points where a passcharacter is included in the triangle. This method is also safe against shoulder surfing;
however, if the input operation is video recorded, the password can still be easily
discovered.
In [Takada(2007)] and [Takada(2008)], an authentication method called ‘fake pointer’,
which uses numeric key entry, is proposed. In this method, a disposable ‘answer selection
information’ must be retrieved before each authentication. This answer selection
information specifies a background mark such as a diamond, square, circle, or octagon
for the displayed numeric password. At the time of authentication, a user presses the
enter button that adjusts the password according to the background mark. If the answerselection information can be safely retrieved before each authentication, it is tolerant to
video-recording attacks by recording twice. However, the studies do not discuss how to
safely retrieve the answer selection information.
A textual password entry interface called mobile authentication is proposed in
[Sakurai(2004)]. In this method, all the selectable texts are arranged in a square. Each
text has a background colour. Each password is alphanumeric, and the texts are arranged
in a 10 × 5 square, in which 10 colours are used. Each colour appears only once in each
row. The colour pattern of a row is the permutated colour pattern of another row. In this
method, a user provides a password and the correct background colours beforehand.
During password entry, the user changes the background colour of a pass-character until
it matches the correct background colour, and then presses the enter button. Although this
technique has the limitation that all available texts must be displayed on the
authentication interface, it is secure against video-recording attacks by recording twice.
Next, we review the methods in which pass-images instead of textual passwords are
used.
In [Dhamija(2000)], a method called Déjà vu is proposed. In this method, a user
preselects five pass-images from numerous images produced by the computer. During
authentication, a user selects a pass-image from 25 images displayed on the screen.
However, a mechanically produced image is difficult for a user to memorize. The
techniques described in [Dhamija(2000)] are not safe against shoulder surfing because a
user specifies a pass-image using a keyboard or mouse.
In the AWASE-E method [Takada(2003)], 25 images including one correct passimage are displayed on the screen similar to those described in the methods in
[Dhamija(2000)]. However, this method also allows the display of a screen on which no
pass-image is present. If the pass-image is not present on the screen, a user must select
the ‘no pass-image button’. Although this technique is highly ambiguous, its security
against sneaking a shot is insufficient.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no report which includes enough discussion on
a pass-image authentication method tolerant to video-recording attacks, where user
operations are video recorded multiple times.
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4. Proposed Authentication Method
4.1. Requirements for authentication interface
An authentication method is expected to be tolerant to video-recording attacks. Although
a user’s selection operation of pass-images is video recorded, many pass-image
candidates must exist when an attacker analyzes the recorded video. To this end,
providing secret information beforehand, such as the correct position of each pass-image
in the interface, is one solution, which is analogous to the technique used in
[Sakurai(2004)]. However, it increases the amount of information that a user needs to
memorize.
Thus, an authentication method must satisfy the following requirements:
 It should have sufficient ambiguity in pass-image selection operation in case the
operation is video recorded and analysed.
 Any additional information except pass-images should not be asked beforehand.
4.2. Authentication interface
When a textual password is used, each pass-character is chosen from 26 alphabetic
characters. In this study, pass-images are used instead of characters. We assume that there
are N different images and that each pass-image is chosen from these images. The
password generally consists of a number of pass-images. We use L to indicate the length
of pass-images. For instance, when the password is composed of eight pass-images, we
say that the length of the pass-images is eight.
We propose the authentication interface shown in Fig. 1. In the authentication
interface, depth (D) × width (W) images are randomly selected and displayed.

A display example with 4 × 7 images
Fig. 1. Authentication Interface

For the authentication operation, a user presses the following buttons:
 Move button
If a pass-image is displayed and a user wants to move it, a user uses the arrow button
to move the image.
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 Flash button
If no pass-image is displayed, a user presses the flash button to redisplay a new set of
images.
 Selection button
If a pass-image is suitably positioned, a user presses the selection button. The system
then shows a new display for the next pass-image selection.
The selection operation should be done for each pass-image. When the password is
composed of L pass-images, the selection operation is repeated L times.
4.3. Row restriction of each pass-image
In this study, we restrict each pass-image location in the authentication operation
assuming the number of rows in the interface to be four. Following are the rules:
 The first pass-image is located at any place on the display. Assume that a user presses
the selection button to place the first pass-image in the d1-th row on the display.
 For the k-th (k ≤ 4) pass-image, a user can press the selection button to place the k-th
pass-image in the dk-th row, where dk is not equal to d1, d2,…,dk − 1.
 For the k-th (k > 4) pass-image, a user must press the selection button to place the
pass-image in the dk − 4-th row.
Following the above rule, the first four pass-images must be placed in different rows.
The fifth pass-image must be placed in the same row as the first one. The sixth passimage must be placed in the same row as the second one and so on. The authentication
system judges that a user is the authentic user when each L pass-image on the interface
follows the aforementioned rules.
These rules are intended to make the method tolerant to random attacks while
satisfying the requirements for the authentication interface. In addition, the
aforementioned row restriction does not increase the amount of information that a user
needs to memorize. The position of each pass-image is not recorded beforehand. A user
selects suitable pass-image positions freely, following the aforementioned rules.
5. Security Evaluation
There are different ways to evaluate the authentication using pass-images. If L passimages are selected using a user’s favourite story, the order of the pass-image is
important and each pass-image has its own order. If the user selects his/her favourite L
pictures randomly, the order of the pass-images is not important.
In our evaluation, we consider the ordered pass-image and the non-ordered passimage schemes as follows.
 Ordered pass-image
The number of the pass-images is L. A user selects L pass-images and a sequence of
pass-images is registered beforehand. Authentication must be achieved using the
registered pass-image sequence.
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 Non-ordered pass-image
A user selects and registers L pass-images beforehand. A user can select L passimages in random order. Authentication must be achieved L times with each different
pass-image.
5.1. Security against random attacks
(1) Ordered pass-image
We assume that each pass-image is chosen from N different images. If N is large enough,
the success probability of a random attack is very small.
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the success probabilities of random attacks. Each value is a
mean value of the simulation conducted one million times.

Fig. 2. Success probability of random attacks (L = 7)

Fig. 3. Success probability of random attacks (L = 8)
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Fig. 4. Success probability of random attacks (L = 9)

The number of columns in the authentication interface and the pass-image length vary
in the evaluation. The number of rows in the interface is fixed to four. When the number
of columns increases, the number of images on the display also increases, thus increasing
the success probability of random attacks.
A safe range of the number of columns against random attacks is summarized in
Table 1. In the Table, each value is the maximum number of columns in which the
success probability of random attacks does not exceed 1/10000.

N = 160
N = 140
N = 120
N = 100

Table 1. Safety range of columns
L=7
L=8
L=9
~25
~29
~35
~20
~25
~29
~19
~22
~24
~15
~18
~20

(2) Non-ordered pass-image
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show the success probabilities of random attacks. Each value is also a
mean value of the simulation conducted one million times.

Fig. 5. Success probability of random attacks (L = 7)
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Fig. 6. Success probability of random attacks (L = 8)

Fig. 7. Success probability of random attacks (L = 9)

The safe range of the number of columns in the authentication interface against
random attacks is summarized in Table 2. Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the tolerance to
random attacks using non-ordered pass-images is weaker than that using ordered passimages. Authentication using non-ordered pass-images accepts any order of correct passimages; in other words, it accepts a variety of pass-image sequences. Thus, the tolerance
to random attacks is weaker.
In both tables, each value is the maximum number of columns in which the success
probability of random attacks does not exceed 1/10000.
Table 2. Safe range of columns
L=7
L=8
L=9
N = 160
~8
~9
~10
N = 140
~7
~8
~8
N = 120
~6
~6
~7
N = 100
~5
~5
~6

5.2. Video-recording attacks
Video-recording attacks are quite serious: multiple authentication operations are assumed
to be recorded, and it is possible to narrow down the pass-image candidates for attackers.
In this study, we assume that two different authentication operations are recorded. We
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denote them as s11, s12, …, s1L and s21, s22, …, s2L, where L is the length of the pass-image
sequence. For example, these authentication operations could be recorded on two
successive days, and s12 would indicate the screen shot of yesterday’s second pass-image
selection. Also, s22 would indicate the screen shot of today’s second pass-image selection.
Attackers analyze videos and attempt to obtain the pass-images as follows:
(1) Ordered pass-images
When ordered pass-images are used, the first pass-image must appear in the first
authentication. Let the shots of the authentication interface in the first pass-image
selection of each authentication be s11 and s21. In both the shots, the first pass-image must
appear. Similarly, the second pass-image must be included in both s12 and s22. In this way,
attackers analyze video and attempt to obtain the pass-images. If a sequence of the
images obeys the following conditions, it is a possible pass-image candidate:
1) The sequence of the pass-images consists of L images. It is described as c1, c2, .., cL.
2) The correct pass-image ck must appear in both s1k and s2k.
3) For each image involved in the sequence of the pass-images, row restriction is
satisfied for the first and second set of operations.
Through the aforementioned analysis, attackers may obtain several ordered passimage sequences whose length is L. When attackers attempt to obtain the correct
sequence of the pass-images, they will attempt each possible pass-image sequence. Thus,
it is considered to satisfy the requirements described in section 2 when more than 10000
possible pass-image sequences exist.
(2) Non-ordered pass-images
When non-ordered pass-images are used, a candidate for the pass-image sequence must
satisfy the following conditions:
1) The sequence of the pass-images consists of L images. It is described as c1,c2,…,cL.
2) When an image from c1,c2,…,cL appears in s11,s12,…,s1L in this order, an image
from c1’,c2’,…,cL’ must appear in s21,s22,…,s2L in the order where c1’,c2’,…,cL’ is a
permutation of c1,c2,…,cL.
3) For each image involved in c1,c2,…,cL, row restriction is satisfied for the first set of
operations s11,s12,…,s1L. In addition, for each image involved in c1’,c2’,…,cL’, row
restriction is satisfied for the second set of operations s21,s22,…,s2L.
Through the aforementioned analysis, attackers obtain several ordered pass-image
sequences whose length is L. When attackers attempt to obtain the correct sequence of
the pass-images, they use each possible pass-image sequence. However, assume two
different pass-image sequences c1, c2, …, cL and c1’, c2’, …, cL’, where c1’,c2’,…,cL’ is a
permutation of c1,c2,…,cL. When attackers confirm that c1, c2, …, cL is not a correct
sequence of the pass-images, they need not attempt c1’,c2’,…,cL’, because the order of the
pass-images is not important in this case, and c1’,c2’,…,cL’ is not a correct sequence of
the pass-images. Thus, it is considered to satisfy the requirements described in section 4
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when more than 10000 different pass-image candidates exist. In this context, candidates
do not refer to sequences but to sets.
5.3. Security against video-recording attacks
(1) Security evaluation for ordered pass-images
Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show the number of pass-image candidates obtained through video
analysis. Each value is a mean value of the simulation conducted 100 times.

Fig. 8. Number of pass-image candidates (L = 7)

Fig. 9. Number of pass-image candidates (L = 8)

Fig. 10. Number of pass-image candidates (L = 9)

The results are briefly summarized in Table 3. For example, when the pass-image
length is eight and the total number of images is 160, 16 or more columns are required in
the authentication interface for the method to be tolerant to video-recording attacks.
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N = 160
N = 140
N = 120
N = 100

Table 3. Safe range of columns
L=7
L=8
L=9
17~
16~
16~
16~
15~
16~
15~
14~
14~
14~
14~
13~

(2) Security evaluation for non-ordered pass-images
Figs. 11, 12 and 13 show the number of pass-image candidates obtained through video
analysis. Each value is a mean value of the simulation conducted 100 times.

Fig. 11. Number of set of pass-image candidates (L = 7)

Fig. 12. Number of set of pass-image candidates (L = 8)

Fig. 13. Number of set of pass-image candidates (L = 9)

The results are summarized in Table 4. For example, when the pass-image length is
eight and the total number of images is 160; eight or more columns are required in the
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authentication interface for the method to be tolerant to video-recording attacks. The
numbers of columns are rather small compared with Table 3. For example, when the
length of the pass-image is eight, a pass-image candidate must appear in the same order
in twice the operations for ordered pass-images. On the other hand, the authentication
system accepts many pass-image sequences consisting of the same eight pass-images for
non-ordered pass-images. Thus, even if the authentication interface includes a small
number of images (columns), many pass-image candidates exist.

N = 160
N = 140
N = 120
N = 100

Table 4. Safe range of columns
L=7
L=8
L=9
9~
8~
8~
9~
8~
7~
8~
7~
7~
7~
7~
6~

5.1. Security against both types of attacks and discussion
The range of columns in the authentication interface for acceptable tolerance to both
types of attacks is shown in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5. Safe range of columns (ordered pass-images)
L=7
L=8
L=9
N = 160
17 ~ 25
16 ~ 29
16 ~ 35
N = 140
16 ~ 20
15 ~ 25
16 ~ 29
N = 120
15 ~ 19
14 ~ 22
14 ~ 24

N = 100

14 ~ 15

14 ~ 18

13 ~ 20

Table 6. Safe range of columns (non-ordered pass-images)
L=7
L=8
L=9
N = 160
8~9
8 ~ 10
N = 140
8
7~8
N = 120
7
N = 100
6

The values in Table 5 are higher than those in Table 6, which implies that
authentication with ordered pass-images requires many columns in the interface for the
method to be tolerant to video-recording attacks. Many columns indicate a wide interface
that is considered unsuitable for use.
Authentication with non-ordered pass-images is considered to be superior to that with
ordered pass-images in terms of the interface.
6. Usability of the Method
In this section, we evaluate and discuss the usability of the proposed pass-image
authentication method. We asked our colleagues to use the authentication method. We
discovered that some colleagues found the selection and memorizing of eight images to
be a difficult task.
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If photographs captured by each user are used as pass-images, memorizing them is
much easier, but it is known that this poses a security concern because it is possible to
narrow down the pass-image candidates by paying attention to the photographer’s
preference and the conditions under which the photographs were taken.
Another solution is to memorize the images associated with a specific story. However,
it is difficult to choose a comprehensive story using just eight images.
For the pass-image authentication, it is necessary to collect many pictures. Pictures
may be classified into several categories. If a user selects two pictures in each category,
this is considered to be a relatively straightforward task for most users. Moreover, to
select some image pairs regardless of the category may be acceptable for users. For
example, after imaging a story ‘after 5 o’clock in the afternoon, go to a restaurant by jet
and eat seafood’, a user can select two photo pairs such as {office building photo, nightscene photo}, {jet photo, seafood photo}.
7. Usage Guidelines
We consider the following two usage guidelines (UG) for the proposed method:
UG 1:
 The length of the pass-image sequence is eight.
 Four category images are used for authentication. A user registers two pass-images in
each category, beforehand.
 For authentication, two pass-images in the same category are continuously used. Thus,
2k-th and (2k + 1)-th pass-images must fall in the same category.
 Row restriction for the pass-images must be satisfied.
 The attackers have the same information as normal users. Therefore, they know the
correct category of each image.
UG 2:
 The length of the pass-image sequence is eight.
 A user registers four different pass-image pairs, beforehand, where each pair consists of
two pass-images.
 For authentication, two pass-images in the pair are continuously used. Thus, 2k-th and
(2k + 1)-th pass-images must fall in the same pair.
 Row restriction for the pass-images must be satisfied.
 The attackers have the same information as normal users. However, they do not have
any information on pass-image pairs which are personally defined by each user.
Assume {a1, a2}, {b1, b2}, {c1, c2} and {d1, d2} are pairs of user selected passimages. In UG1, a1 and a2 must be involved in the same category. On the other hand, in
UG2, a1 and a2 must be involved in the pair personally designated by a user. The same
holds for b1 and b2, c1 and c2 or d1 and d2. For an intuitive description, the difference of
UG1 and UG2 is whether the attackers know the correct category or not, when the term
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‘pair’ is understood as a ‘category’ in UG2. In the authentication procedure, the order of
a1 and a2 is irrelevant. This is a characteristic point compared with textual passwords.
The following are examples of acceptable pass-image sequences in the authentication
process: <a1,a2,c2,c1,b1,b2,d2,d1> or <d1,d2,c1,c2,b1,b2,a2,a1> or ......

N = 160

N = 140
N = 120

N = 160

N = 140

N = 120

N = 100

Table 7. Safe range of columns (UG1)
Success rate of
Number of
random attacks
pass-image
Columns
[after pass-image
candidates
insertion]
(×104)
(×10−6)
13
2.0
7 [49]
14
4.9
26 [67]
15
8.3
46
16
37
74
17
94
92
13
4.4
27 [94]
14
21
50
11
1.1
25 [89]
12
3.6
69

Number of operations per
one selection
[after correct pass-image
insertion]
(number of insertion)
3.2 [2.8](1)
3.1 [2.7](1)
3.0
2.9
2.8
3.0 [2.6](1)
2.9
3.0 [2.6](1)
2.9

Table 8. Safe range of columns (UG2)
Success rate of
Number of
random attacks
pass-image
Columns
[after pass-image
candidates
insertion]
(×104)
(×10−6)
8
1.1
0 [75]
9
6.8
0 [27]
10
32
0 [51]
11
180
2 [67]
12
770
5 [24]

Number of operations per
one selection
[after correct pass-image
insertion]
(number of insertion)
4.5 [2.8](3)
4.1 [3.1](2)
3.8 [2.9](2)
3.6 [2.8](2)
3.4 [3.0](1)

13
14
15
16
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
7
8
9
10
11
12
7
8
9
10

over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
3.2
19
102
317
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
1.1
12
62
210
870
over 1000
4.0
30
210
960

12 [49]
23
41
72
1 [32]
3 [60]
5 [76]
7 [32]
20 [67]
40
66
0 [37]
2 [63]
6 [21]
16 [56]
27 [93]
66
3 [78]
12 [47]
30 [78]
72

3.2 [2.8](1)
3.1 [2.7](1)
3.0
2.9
3.9 [3.0](2)
3.6 [2.8](2)
3.5 [2.7](2)
3.3 [2.9](1)
3.1 [2.7](1)
3.0
2.9
4.0 [3.0](2)
3.6 [2.7](2)
3.4 [2.9](1)
3.2 [2.8](1)
3.0 [2.7](1)
2.9
33.6 [2.7](2)
3.3 [2.8](1)
3.0 [2.7](1)
2.9
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These usage guidelines are considered to be rather easy to follow; however, whether
the authentication method following these guidelines is tolerant to both types of attacks is
unclear.
The results of the security evaluation are shown in Tables 7 and 8. Each table shows a
safe range of columns in the authentication interface for UG1 or UG2.
In both tables, the average button operation frequency is shown on the right. In
Ku(2005), keystrokes per character (KSPC) on a mobile terminal are discussed and the
operation frequency is considered as a measure to evaluate the user interface. Moreover,
in this study, to reduce KSPC, the fourth insertion of a pass-image in the display is
considered. This is achieved by inserting a pass-image in the authentication display when
the display does not include a correct pass-image. The insertion is adopted when it is safe
for random attacks. The number of KSPC can be reduced, and hence, can improve the
usability.
In Table 7, for example, when the total number of images is 120 (N = 120) and the
number of columns in the authentication display is 11, 11000 candidates are obtained by
analyzing two sets of user’s authentication operation videos. Also, it has a tolerance to
random attacks because the success rate of random attacks is 70 × 10−6. As this case has
enough tolerance to random attacks, the pass-image insertion can be adopted. When one
pass-image insertion is adopted, the tolerance to random attacks is still under 10−4 and
KSPC can be reduced from 3.0 to 2.6. In Table 8, on the other hand, when N = 120 and
the number of columns is 11, 870 × 10−4 candidates are obtained and KSPC is similar to
that in Table 7.
In Tables 7 and 8, the values of tolerance to random attacks are similar. However, the
values of tolerance to video-recording attacks are different. It is clear that information on
the correct category is helpful to narrow down the pass-image candidates. Therefore,
UG2 is considered to be superior to UG1 from the viewpoint of tolerance to videorecording attacks. From Table 8, it follows that in the cases of 10 or 12 columns with N =
140, and in the case of 9 columns with N = 100, the authentication is considered to have
enough tolerance and usability.
So far, there was no published authentication method which satisfies the following:
 An authentication method that uses pass-images instead of textual passwords that is
tolerant to random and video-recording attacks even if the operation is video recorded
twice.
 A method whereby any additional information except pass-images should not be
registered beforehand. In the case of other methods, sometimes users are required to
memorize additional information, such as the correct place in the interface for each
pass-image or pass-text.
A user’s authentication operation must be satisfied by the ‘row restriction’ described
in section 6. It may be also described in the authentication interface for the user’s help.
There is no need to memorize it.
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8. Conclusion
This study proposed a user authentication method that uses pass-images instead of textual
passwords. Fundamental characteristics of the authentication method are clarified, and
the proposed authentication method is shown to be tolerant to random and videorecording attacks even if the operation is video recorded twice. The method does not
require a user to register additional information except pass-images.
In the discussion of usability, usage guidelines for eight pass-images are proposed. In
addition, it is shown to be tolerant to both random and video-recording attacks when
authentication is used in accordance with the guidelines.
Detailed evaluations from the view point of the ease of memorizing pass-images and
failure rates in accordance with spending time will be included in a further study.
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